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The implementation of the projected algorithm and of the consistent tangent tensor for
general isotropic three-invariant elastoplastic models under plane stress conditions dis-
cussed in Part I of this paper [Valoroso, N., Rosati, L., 2008. Consistent derivation of the con-
stitutive algorithm for plane stress isotropic plasticity. Part I: Theoretical formulation.
International Journal of Solids and Structures, doi: 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2008.08.012.] is
addressed. The connections between the general three-dimensional case and the plane
stress problem are analyzed in detail and an algorithmic treatment taking full advantage
of the isotropic properties of the model is presented. In particular, intrinsic (matrix-free)
expressions are provided for all steps of the stress computation scheme that allow one
to carry out the numerical implementation in a way that is completely independent from
the matrix representations. The numerical performances of the present solution scheme
are evaluated through representative numerical examples.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The theoretical developments carried out in (Valoroso and Rosati, 2008), concisely referred to as Part I in the remainder,
have provided a general methodology for the consistent derivation of the projected return mapping algorithm for plane
stress isotropic plasticity from the fully three-dimensional scheme. In particular, it has been shown that, unlike previous
algorithmic treatments (see, e.g., Schreyer et al., 1979; Jetteur, 1986; Simo and Taylor, 1986; Fuschi et al., 1994; Lourenço
et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1998; Montáns, 2004), both the stress return algorithm and the expression of the consistent tangent
operator can be obtained by suitably specializing the 3D formulation to a 2D ambient space.
In this second part of the work we provide a detailed description of the proposed implementation, which aims to take full
advantage of the assumed isotropy of the model. In this respect, in Section 2 we provide the intrinsic representation of the
jacobian obtained from the consistent linearization of the residual equations of the stress computation scheme. As empha-
sized in Part I, the solution of the linearized equations is computed by inverting such jacobian in view of the evaluation of the
tangent moduli tensor; for this reason, in Section 3 we generalize the procedure presented in (Palazzo et al., 2001) to com-
pute the formal inverse of rank-four isotropic tensorsA obtained as linear combination of square and dyadic tensor products
of the integer powers of a symmetric non-traceless rank-two tensor A. This last result is later exploited to prove that, once
the 3D tangent compliance tensor GH has been mapped to its 2D counterpart bGH , the coefﬁcients of the representation
formula for its inverse bG1H follow from the solution of a 2 2 linear system and a scalar equation in which the coefﬁcient
matrix and the right-hand side term are obtained by merely specializing the analogous quantities pertaining to the 3D case.. All rights reserved.
ax: +39 081 5476777.
nope.it (N. Valoroso), rosati@unina.it (L. Rosati).
), http://www.unina.it (L. Rosati).
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numerical inversion, is further motivated by the fact that, owing to isotropy, the plastic corrector step takes place at ﬁxed
eigenvectors (Simo, 1992). As shown in Section 4, this in turn implies that the solution update can be entirely performed
in intrinsic form by virtue of the representation theorem (Truesdell and Noll, 1965) for nonlinear isotropic tensor functions
that allows one to represent the elastic strain residual in a convenient basis of 2D rank-two tensors.
Based on these developments, intrinsic update formulas are provided for all steps of the stress computation scheme; ﬁnally,
the intrinsic expression of the consistent tangent for the plane stress model bEtan is obtained in Section 5 starting from the rep-
resentation formula for bG1H . Hence, the only tensor-to-matrixmapping operation used in the actual implementation is the one
that is really needed, i.e., the construction of the consistent tangent moduli matrix to be assembled later at the global level.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated through a series of numerical applications, documented in
Section 6, that refer to the celebrated ﬁve-parameter concrete model (Willam and Warnke, 1974) and to its two-parameter
pressure-insensitive version.
2. Implementation of the projected return mapping algorithm
In this section, the numerical implementation of the stress computation algorithm for plane stress isotropic plasticity
developed in Part I is addressed.
In particular, the discussion is centered on the solution of the discrete residual equations arising in the plastic corrector
step via full Newton–Raphson method, see Table E.1; here and throughout the paper the explicit writing of the iteration
counter ðÞðkÞ is omitted for notational simplicity.
The consistent residual linearization requires, at each local iteration, the computation of the jacobianTable E
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375 ð1Þwhose entries are listed in Table E.2 along with their intrinsic (matrix-free) representation formulas that are used in numer-
ical computations.
We emphasize that in the present implementation of the stress computation algorithm all the tensor quantities quoted in
Tables E.1–E.4 can be given an intrinsic (matrix-free) and entirely explicit representation.
In order to carry out the developments leading to such results, in the followingwe shall partlymake reference to thematrix
formof tensors constructed according to the rules reported inAppendixA; thismatrix representationwill, however, be invoked
only for preliminary computations with the aim of providing the full detail of the developments carried out in the paper..1
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Table E.3
Solution update
E.3.a Compute the inverse of the tangent compliance:bG1H ¼ ı^1ð1^1^Þ þ ı^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ ı^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ ı^4ðbS  bSÞ see Eq: ð48Þ
E.3.b Compute composition with n^H ; re^:bG1H n^H ¼ d^11^þ d^2bS see Eq: ð69ÞbG1H re^ ¼ e^11^þ e^2bS see Eq: ð70Þ
E.3.c Solve for in-plane increments:
dc ¼ r/ 
bG1H re^  n^H þ HisorfbG1H n^H  n^H þHþ Hiso
ds^ ¼  bG1H ðre^ þ dcn^HÞ ¼ ðd^1 þ dce^1Þ1^ ðd^2 þ dce^2ÞbS
d# ¼ Hisoðrf  dcÞ
E.3.d In-plane update:
c ¼ cþ dc; s^ ¼ s^þ ds^; # ¼ #þ d#
E.3.e Compute out-of-plane increment:
ds ¼  A1H re þ cðd2s^s/Þds^þ ðds/Þdc
h i
¼ a11 re þ cbSH  ds^þ n3dch i
E.3.f Out-of-plane update:
s ¼ sþ ds
Table E.2
Consistent linearization
Compute consistent linearization:
E.2.a A1H norm of the out-of-plane normal:
H ¼ A1H ds/  ds/ ¼ a11ðn3Þ2
see Eq. (14)
E.2.b Modiﬁed in-plane normal:
n^H ¼ ds^/ cd2ss^/ð AHÞ1ds/ ¼ n^H11^þ n^H2bS see Eq:ð26Þ
E.2.c In-plane tangent compliance:bGH ¼ bE1H þ cd2s^s^/ c2d2ss^/ð AHÞ1d2s^s/
¼dGH  a11c2ðbSH  bSHÞ
¼ g^1ð1^1^Þ þ g^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ g^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ g^4ðbS  bSÞ
see Eq. (39)
E.2.d Jacobian of the residual equations:
See Eq. (1)
E.2.e Solution update:
See Table E.3
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To begin with, let us consider the rank-four two-dimensional tensorAH ¼ H1kin þ cd2ss/ ¼
1
hkin
Iþ cd2ss/ ð2Þwhere hkin is the kinematic hardening modulus.
Table E.4
Tangent computations
Tangent computations:
E.4.a Compute representation for bEbE1H :
bEbE1H ¼ 2G2Gþ hkin ð1^1^Þ þ kphkinð2Gþ hkinÞð2Gþ hkin þ 2kpÞ ð1^ 1^Þ
¼ m^1ð1^1^Þ þ m^2ð1^ 1^Þ
E.4.b Compute representation for bDtan:
bDtan ¼ bG1H  bG1H n^H  bG1H n^HbG1H n^H  n^H þHþ Hiso
¼ p^1ð1^1^Þ þ p^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ p^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ p^4ðbS  bSÞ
see Eq. (73)
E.4.c Compute representation for the consistent tangent:bEtan ¼ bE  bEbE1H bE þ ðbEbE1H bEbE1H Þ bDtan
¼ t^1ð1^1^Þ þ t^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ t^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ t^4ðbS  bSÞ
see Eq. (75)
E.4.d Use matrix representation and form tangent matrix
N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124 95On account of the expression of the Hessian of the yield functiond2ss/ ¼ e1ð11Þ þ e2ðS1þ 1SÞ þ þe3ð1 1Þ þ e4ðS 1þ 1 SÞ þ e5ðS2  1þ 1 S2Þ
þ þe6ðS SÞ þ e7ðS2  Sþ S S2Þ þ e8ðS2  S2Þ ð3Þand recalling that, owing to the plane stress condition, it turns out to beS13 ¼ S23 ¼ ðS2Þ13 ¼ ðS2Þ23 ¼ 0 ð4Þ
the structure of the matrix form of the two-dimensional tensor (2) reads½ AH ¼ ½ H1kin þ c½d2ss/ ¼
1
hkin
1 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2
264
375þ c f44 0 00 f55 f56
0 f56 f66
264
375 ð5Þwhere f44 is the only element of interest and is evaluated later in this section.
The representation (5) is readily obtained using (A.1)–(A.4), see Appendix A, to form the tensor products entering (3); the
subscripts 44, 55, 56 and 66 have been used to emphasize that the relevant terms do occupy the analogous positions of the
6 6 matrix form of (3).
The inverse of (5) has the form½ A1H  ¼ ½ AH1 ¼
a11 0 0
0 a22 a23
0 a23 a33
264
375 ð6Þand not all its terms need to be explicitly computed, which constitutes a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation in view of numerical
implementation. Actually, the tensor A1H enters the expression of the jacobian (1), see also Table E.2, either as the compo-
sition with the rank-four tensors d2ss^/ and d
2
s^s/ or applied to the out-of-plane normal ds/.
The vector/matrix form of these last tensors read½ds/ ¼
n3
0
0
264
375 ð7Þand½d2ss^/ ¼
f14 0 0
f24 0 0
f34 0 0
264
375; ½d2s^s/ ¼ ½d2ss^/T ¼ f14 f24 f340 0 0
0 0 0
264
375 ð8Þ
96 N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124what clearly show that only the term labeled with 11 of (6) is needed for implementation; its expression follows from (5) asa11 ¼ hkin1þ chkinf44 ð9Þand is always well-deﬁned since hkin > 0, cP 0 by deﬁnition and f44 > 0 due to the assumed strict convexity of the yield
function.
The terms fi4; i ¼ 1; . . . ;4 are easily obtained from (3). Actually, using (4) and the matrix representations (A.1)–(A.4) it is
not difﬁcult to show that the entries of (8) and the term f44 do possess the following expressions:f14 ¼ e3 þ e4ðS11 þ S33Þ þ e5½ðS2Þ11 þ ðS2Þ33 þ e6S11S33
þ e7½ðS2Þ11S33 þ S11ðS2Þ33 þ e8ðS2Þ11ðS2Þ33
f24 ¼ e3 þ e4ðS22 þ S33Þ þ e5½ðS2Þ22 þ ðS2Þ33 þ e6S22S33
þ e7½ðS2Þ22S33 þ S22ðS2Þ33 þ e8ðS2Þ22ðS2Þ33 ð10Þ
f34 ¼ 2e4S12 þ 2e5ðS2Þ12 þ 2e6S12S33
þ 2e7½ðS2Þ12S33 þ S12ðS2Þ33 þ 2e8ðS2Þ12ðS2Þ33
f44 ¼ e1 þ 2e2S33 þ e3 þ 2e4S33 þ 2e5ðS2Þ33 þ e6ðS2Þ33
þ 2e7S33ðS2Þ33 þ e8½ðS2Þ332 ð11ÞFurthermore, recalling the expression of the 3D gradient of the yield modenH ¼ ds/ ¼ nH11þ nH2Sþ nH3S2 ð12Þ
one has the non-zero component of the out-of-plane normaln3 ¼ nH1 þ nH2S33 þ nH3ðS2Þ33 ð13Þ
Accordingly, on account of (6) and (7), the A1H squared norm of the out-of-plane normal, see also Table E.2, readsH ¼ A1H ds/  ds/ ¼ a11ðn3Þ2 ð14Þ
The terms of the jacobian (1) obtained from the composition of A1H with the second derivatives of the yield function are
slightly more involved.
Indeed, the matrix form of d2ss^/ð AHÞ1 is½d2ss^/½ A1H  ¼ a11½d2ss^/ ¼ a11
f14 0 0
f24 0 0
f34 0 0
264
375 ¼ a11 ½bSH ... ½0^ ... ½0^  ð15Þhaving denoted by bSH the two-dimensional second-order tensor whose vector form is
½bSH ¼ f14f24
f34
264
375 ð16ÞFrom (15) and (16) one has also the productc2½d2ss^/½ A1H ½d2s^s/ ¼ a11c2½bSH½bSHT ð17Þ
entering the expression of the in-plane tangent compliance bGH , and the term½d2ss^/½ A1H ½ds/ ¼ a11n3½bSH ð18Þ
that gives the correction to the in-plane gradient ds^/ for obtaining the modiﬁed normal n^H , see also Table E.2.
2.2. Intrinsic (matrix-free) representation of the tensors n^H and bGH
It is apparent from (16) to (18) that, in order to arrive at the intrinsic form of the modiﬁed in-plane normal n^H and of the
in-plane tangent compliance bGH , one needs the representation of the rank-two tensor bSH in terms of the two-dimensional
identity tensor 1^ and of the in-plane stress deviator bS.
In this respect, a careful inspection of (10) shows that the following representation formula holds:bSH ¼ ðe3 þ e4S33 þ e5ðS2Þ33Þ1^þ ðe4 þ e6S33 þ e7ðS2Þ33ÞbS þ ðe5 þ e7S33 þ e8ðS2Þ33ÞbS2 ð19Þ
or, in more compact form
N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124 97bSH ¼ 1 0 00 S33 0
0 0 S233
264
375 e3 e4 e5e4 e6 e7
e5 e7 e8
264
375 1^bSbS2
264
375 ð20Þ
whereby, invoking the two-dimensional Cayley–Hamilton identitybS2  IS^bS þ IIS^1^ ¼ 0^ ð21Þ
we get from (19)bSH ¼ c^11^þ c^2bS ð22Þ
beingc^1 ¼ e3 e4IS^ þe5ðI2S^  IIS^Þ þe7IS^IIS^ e8I2S^IIS^
c^2 ¼ e4 þe5IS^ e6IS^ þe8I3S^
ð23ÞThe expressions of the principal invariants IS^ and IIS^ of the two-dimensional tensor bS in terms of the three-dimensional
invariants I1; J2 are provided in turn by (B.9) and (B.12), see Appendix B.
We also note in passing the expressions of f44 and n3 in terms of the IS^ invariantf44 ¼ e1 þ e3  2ðe2 þ e4ÞIS^ þ ð2e5 þ e6 þ e8ÞI2S^  2e7I3S^ ð24Þ
n3 ¼ nH1  nH2IS^ þ nH3I2S^ ð25Þthat provide the intrinsic form of (14).
The representation formula for the in-plane modiﬁed normal n^H , see also Table E.2, is quite immediate. It is obtained by
ﬁrst mapping (12) onto the plane stress subspace and reducing it via the identity (21); using then the intrinsic form of (18)
along with (22) one arrives atn^H ¼ n^H11^þ n^H2bS ð26Þ
wheren^H1 ¼ nH1  IIS^nH3  ca11n3c^1
n^H2 ¼ nH2 þ IS^nH3  ca11n3c^2
ð27ÞThe representation formula for the in-plane tangent compliance bGH , see also Table E.2, follows from (17) asbGH ¼ bE1H þ cds^s^/ c2d2ss^/ð AHÞ1d2s^s/ ¼dGH  aHðbSH  bSHÞ ð28Þ
foraH ¼ a11c2 ð29Þ
In order to show the relationship with the analogous three-dimensional tensor, the computation of the explicit expression
of the 2D tensor (28) and of its formal inverse are carried out in next Section starting from the expression of the 3D tensor
GH .
3. The tensor bGH and its inverse
Goal of this section is the closed-form computation of the tensor bG1H , whose expression is needed for the consistent algo-
rithm linearization, starting from the general three-dimensional procedure presented in Palazzo et al. (2001) for inverting
GH . Actually, as shown in Part I, the role played by the 2D tensor bG1H in the plane stress algorithmic problem is exactly
the same as that of G1H in the three-dimensional case; accordingly, it is expectable that the former could be computed using
the same formal procedure as the latter.
To this purpose, it has also been shown in Part I that the mapping onto the plane stress subspace of the 3D tangent com-
pliance tensorGH yields the two-dimensional tensordGH provided that the tensor ðEHÞ1 entering the deﬁnition ofGH is com-
puted using the constantk ¼ ð2Gþ hkinÞkp
2Gþ hkin  kp ð30Þwherekp ¼ 2Gk2Gþ k ð31Þis the plane second Lamé modulus. This allows to obtain the 2D elasto-hardening compliance operator
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 
ð32Þvia the mappingPE1H P
T bE1H ð33Þwhich is in turn required to correctly mapGH to the two-dimensional tangent compliance tensordGH , whose inverse providesbG1H .
To avoid proliﬁcation of symbols, in the following we shall denote by GH the 3D tensor associated with (30), what
guaranteesPGHP
TdGH ð34Þi.e., we assume from now on that the coefﬁcients gi of the three-dimensional representation formulaGH ¼ g1ð11Þ þ g2ðS1þ 1SÞ þ g3ð1 1Þ þ g4ðS 1þ 1 SÞ þ g5ðS2  1þ 1 S2Þ þ g6ðS SÞ þ g7ðS2  S
þ S S2Þ þ g8ðS2  S2Þ ð35Þhave been computed using (30) in place of the true second Lamé modulus.
Remark 3.1. We emphasize that (30) has not to be understood as a modiﬁcation of real material data but only as a
convenient way to ensure the fulﬁllment of (33) and, by consequence, of (34). As shown later in this section, this fact allows
the computation of the formal inverse of the two-dimensional tensor bGH deﬁned in (28) via the solution of a 2 2 linear
system and a scalar equation in which the coefﬁcient matrix and the right-hand side term are obtained by merely
specializing the analogous quantities pertaining to the 3D case.
In order to provide the explicit representation formula for the 2D rank-four tensor bG1H starting from (35) we ﬁrst make
use of the mapping (34), see also (A.11) in Appendix A, to getdGH ¼ g1ð1^1^Þ þ g2ðbS1^þ 1^bSÞ þ g3ð1^ 1^Þ þ g4ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ g5ðbS2  1^þ 1^ bS2Þ þ g6ðbS  bSÞ þ g7ðbS2  bS
þ bS  bS2Þ þ g8ðbS2  bS2Þ ð36Þ
where the identity cS2 ¼ bS2, stemming from the plane stress assumption, has been taken into account.
Substitution into (36) of the expression for bS2 obtained from (21) and use of Rivlin’s identity for second-order two-dimen-
sional tensor polynomials (Rivlin, 1955)bS1^þ 1^bS ¼ ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ IS^ð1^1^ 1^ 1^Þ ð37Þ
yields the representation formuladGH ¼ cg1ð1^1^Þ þcg2ð1^ 1^Þ þcg3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þcg4ðbS  bSÞ ð38Þ
wherecg1 ¼g1 þ IS^g2cg2 ¼ IS^g2 þ g3  2IIS^g5 þ II2S^g8cg3 ¼g2 þ g4 þ IS^g5  IIS^g7  IS^IIS^g8cg4 ¼g6 þ 2IS^g7 þ I2S^g8Using (22), the representation formula for the tensor bGH in (28) is ﬁnally obtained asbGH ¼ g^1ð1^1^Þ þ g^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ g^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ g^4ðbS  bSÞ ð39Þ
whereg^1 ¼ cg1 ¼ 12Gþ hkin þ ce1 þ IS^ce2
g^2 ¼ cg2  aHc^21 ¼ IS^ce2  kð2Gþ hkinÞð2Gþ hkin þ 3kÞ þ ce3
 2IIS^ce5 þ II2S^ce8  aHc^21 ð40Þ
g^3 ¼ cg3  aHc^1c^2 ¼ ce2 þ ce4 þ IS^ce5  IIS^ce7  IS^IIS^ce8  aHc^1c^2
g^4 ¼ cg4  aHc^22 ¼ ce6 þ 2IS^ce7 þ I2S^ce8  aHc^22ei; i 2 f1; . . . ;8g being the coefﬁcients of the Hessian of the yield function, see also (3), and c^1, c^2 are given by (23).
N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124 99Remark 3.2. It is worth noting that, unlike the 3D and the plane strain/axisymmetric case, no signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation in
the evaluation of the previous coefﬁcients is obtained for the von Mises yield criterion under plane stress conditions.
Actually, although in this last case the coefﬁcients g2, g4, g5, g7, g8 are all identically zero, none of the coefﬁcients g^i of the 2D
tensor bGH vanishes.
Having set up (39), it is an easy matter to show (Rosati and Valoroso, 2004) that bG1H is amenable to the following
representation:bG1H ¼ ı^1ð1^1^Þ þ ı^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ ı^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ ı^4ðbS  bSÞ ð41Þ
by using the representation theorem for isotropic tensor functions of two symmetric two-dimensional rank-two tensor argu-
ments (Truesdell and Noll, 1965).
Hence, the unknown coefﬁcients in (41) can be determined following Palazzo et al. (2001), i.e., by enforcing one of the two
conditionsbGH bG1H ¼ bG1H bGH ¼ bI ¼ 1^1^ ð42ÞIn particular, the product bGH bG1H yieldsbGH bG1H ¼ g^1 ı^1ð1^1^Þ þ ½g^2 ı^1 þ k^11 ı^2 þ k^12 ı^3ð1^ 1^Þ þ ½g^3 ı^1 þ k^21 ı^2 þ k^22 ı^3ðbS  1^Þ þ ½g^3 ı^1 þ k^11 ı^3 þ k12 ı^4ð1^ bSÞ
þ ½g^4 ı^1 þ k^21 ı^3 þ k^22 ı^4ðbS  bSÞ ð43Þthe coefﬁcients k^ij beingk^11 ¼ g^1 þ 2g^2 þ IS^g^3; k^12 ¼ IS^g^2 þ ðI2S^  2IIS^Þg^3
k^21 ¼ 2g^3 þ IS^g^4; k^22 ¼ g^1 þ IS^g^3 þ ðI2S^  2IIS^Þg^4
ð44Þwhere use has been made of the identitybS  bS ¼ I2S^  2IIS^
that follows by taking the trace of (21).
The condition (42) states that the coefﬁcient of ð1^1^Þ is unit while those of the remaining tensor products have to be zero.
Therefore, one hası^1 ¼ 1g^1 ð45Þwhile the additional coefﬁcients can be obtained by solving two linear systems of equations. The ﬁrst onek^11 ı^2 þ k^12 ı^3 ¼ g^2 ı^1
k^21 ı^2 þ k^22 ı^3 ¼ g^3 ı^1
(
ð46Þstates the vanishing of the coefﬁcients of ð1^ 1^Þ and ðbS  1^Þ; the second one
k^11 ı^3 þ k^12 ı^4 ¼ g^3 ı^1
k^21 ı^3 þ k^22 ı^4 ¼ g^4 ı^1
(
ð47Þexpresses the vanishing of the coefﬁcients of ð1^ bSÞ and ðbS  bSÞ.
We remark that, exactly as in the three-dimensional case, see (Palazzo et al., 2001), the previous systems do share the
same coefﬁcient matrix and one unknown so that their solution amounts to that of a 2 2 linear system and a scalar equa-
tion. Moreover, the solution of (46) and (47) is fully consistent with that of the analogous three-dimensional problem since
the four coefﬁcients ı^1; . . . ; ı^4 can be obtained from the same algorithm used for the computation of the nine unknowns
i1; . . . ; i9 of the representation formulaG1H ¼ i1ð11Þ þ i2ðS1þ 1SÞ þ i3ðSSÞ þ i4ð1 1Þ þ i5ðS 1þ 1 SÞ þ i6ðS2  1þ 1 S2Þ þ i7ðS SÞ
þ i8ðS2  Sþ S S2Þ þ i9ðS2  S2Þ ð48Þholding in the three-dimensional case.
In order to prove the last assertion, we provide hereafter the main steps of the inversion procedure that generalizes the
one presented by Palazzo et al. (2001); in particular, we make reference to an isotropic rank-four tensor A obtained as the
linear combination of dyadic and square tensor products of the integer powers of a symmetric rank-two tensor A that now is
non-traceless.
In order to compute the coefﬁcients of the inverse tensor, one has then to enforce the conditionAA1 ¼ A1A ¼ I ¼ 11 ð49Þ
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identities for three-dimensional tensor polynomials (Rivlin, 1955) and to make use, for n > 2, of the substitutionAn ¼ J1AAn1 
1
2
ðJ21A  2J2AÞAn2 þ
1
J0
3J3A  J1AJ2A þ
1
2
J31A
 
An3beingJ1A ¼ trðAÞ; J2A ¼
1
2
trðA2Þ; J3A ¼
1
3
trðA3Þinvariants of A and J0 the trace of the unit tensor, i.e., the space dimension.
Accordingly, taking the product (49) and settingk11 ¼ g1 þ g3J0 þ g4J1A þ 2g5J2A
k12 ¼ g3J1A þ 2g4J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg5 ð50Þ
k13 ¼ 1J0
ðJ31A  2J1AJ2A þ 6J3AÞg2 þ 2g3J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg4
þ 1
J0
1
2
J41A þ 3J1AJ3A  J21AJ2A
 
þ 2J22A þ J21AJ2A þ 3J1AJ3A
 
g5
k21 ¼ 2g2 þ g4J0 þ g6J1A þ 2g7J2A
k22 ¼ g1 þ g4J1A þ 2g6J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg7 ð51Þ
k23 ¼ g2ð2J2A  J21AÞ þ 2g4J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg6
þ 1
J0
1
2
J41A þ 3J1AJ3A  J21AJ2A
 
þ 2J22A þ J21AJ2A þ 3J1AJ3A
 
g7
k31 ¼ g5J0 þ g7J1A þ 2g8J2A
k32 ¼ 2g2 þ g5J1A þ 2g7J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg8 ð52Þ
k33 ¼ g1 þ 2g2J1A þ 2g5J2A þ ð2J1AJ2A þ 3J3AÞg7
þ 1
J0
1
2
J41A þ 3J1AJ3A  J21AJ2A
 
þ 2J22A þ J21AJ2A þ 3J1AJ3A
 
g8the nine unknowns i1; . . . ; i9 are obtained by ﬁrst solving the linear systemg1i1 þ J2Ag2i2  J3Ag2i3 ¼ 1
g2i1 þ g1i2 ¼ 0
g2i2 þ g1i3 ¼ 0
8><>:
whose solution readsi1 ¼ g
2
1
g31  J2Ag1g22  J3Ag32
; i2 ¼ i1 g2g1
; i3 ¼ i1 g2g1
 2
ð53ÞThese values provide the starting point for solving three linear systems of equations having the same coefﬁcient matrix
½K, which is non-singular, and sharing one unknown each other½K
i4
i5
i6
264
375 ¼ b1b2
b3
264
375; ½K i5i7
i8
264
375 ¼ b4b5
b6
264
375; ½K i6i8
i9
264
375 ¼ b7b8
b9
264
375 ð54Þwhere the right-hand-side terms are given byb1 ¼ g3i1 þ ði2J2A  i3J3AÞg2 þ
1
J0
1
2
i3J
3
1A  3i3J3A þ i3J1AJ2A
 
g4
þ 1
J0
6J3Ai2 
1
2
i3J
4
1A  3J3Ai3J1A þ 2i2J1AJ2A þ i3J21AJ2A  i2J31A
 
g5
b2 ¼ g4i1 þ
1
J0
1
2
i3J
3
1A  3i3J3A þ i3J1AJ2A
 
g6 þ
1
J0
6J3Ai2 
1
2
i3J
4
1A  3J3Ai3J1A þ 2i2J1AJ2A þ i3J21AJ2A  i2J31A
 
g7
b3 ¼ g2i2  g5i1 þ
1
J0
1
2
i3J
2
1A  3i3J3A þ i3J1AJ2A
 
g7 þ
1
J0
6J3Ai2 
1
2
i3J
4
1A  3J3Ai3J1A þ 2i2J1AJ2A þ i3J21AJ2A  i2J31A
 
g8
b4 ¼ 2g3i2 þ i1 þ
1
2
i3J
2
1A  i3J2A
 
g4 þ i2J21A þ
1
2
i3J
3
1A  i3J1AJ2A  2i2J2A

 1
J0
1
2
i3J
3
1A þ 3i3J3A  i3J1AJ2A
 
g5
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1
2
i3J
2
1A  i3J2A
 
g6 þ i2J21A þ
1
2
i3J
3
1A  i3J1AJ2A  2i2J2A

 1
J0
1
2
i3J
3
1A þ 3i3J3A  i3J1AJ2A
 
g7
b6 ¼ 2g5i2  g2i3 þ i1 þ
1
2
i3J
2
1A  i3J2A
 
g7 þ i2J21A þ
1
2
i3J
3
1A  i3J1AJ2A  2i2J2A

 1
J0
1
2
i3J
3
1A þ 3i3J3A  i3J1AJ2A
 
g8
b7 ¼ g2i2  g3i3  2i2 þ i3J1Að Þg4 
1
2
i3J
2
1A þ i3J2A þ i1 þ 2i2J1A
 
g5
b8 ¼ g2i3  g4i3  2i2 þ i3J1Að Þg6 
1
2
i3J
2
1A þ i3J2A þ i1 þ 2i2J1A
 
g7
b9 ¼ g5i3  2i2 þ i3J1Að Þg7 
1
2
i3J
2
1A þ i3J2A þ i1 þ 2i2J1A
 
g8The particular structure of this problem allows for a very compact and efﬁcient programming of the solution using the LU
decomposition of K. Referring to (Palazzo et al., 2001) for further details, we now proceed to derive the inverse of the two-
dimensional tangent compliance tensor bGH .
In this respect, comparing (35) with the expression (39) pertaining to the 2D tensor bGH we infer that, in order to compute
the coefﬁcients ı^1; . . . ; ı^4 of the two-dimensional tensor bG1H via the procedure used to evaluate the coefﬁcients i1; . . . ; i9 of the
3D tensor G1H , one has to setg1 ¼ g^1; g2 ¼ 0; g3 ¼ g^2;
g4 ¼ g^3; g5 ¼ 0; g6 ¼ g^4; g7 ¼ 0; g8 ¼ 0
ð55ÞOn account of (53) and (55) we thus obtain the ﬁrst three coefﬁcients asi1 ¼ 1g1
¼ ı^1; i2 ¼ 0; i3 ¼ 0 ð56Þand (45) is recovered.
Observing that the right-hand side of the three equations of the system (54)3 vanishes, the solution is triviallyi6 ¼ i8 ¼ i9 ¼ 0
that is again coincident with the plane stress solution in the light of (48) and of (41).
Proceeding further in the solution of the system (54)2 it is immediate to verify that both sides of the third equation are
identically zero. Actually, on account of (55) and (52), it turns out to be k31 ¼ k32 ¼ 0 while i8 ¼ 0 from the solution of the
system (54)3.
Furthermore, the ﬁrst two equations becomek11i5 þ k12i7 ¼ g4i1
k21i5 þ k22i7 ¼ g6i1

ð57Þwithk11 ¼ g1 þ g3J0 þ g4J1A
k12 ¼ g3J1A þ 2g4J2A
k21 ¼ g4J0 þ g6J1A
k22 ¼ g1 þ g4J1A þ 2g6J2Aand they correctly reproduce the system (47) since g4 and g6 play the role of g^3 and g^4, respectively, see (55); analogously, i5
and i7 play in turn the role of ı^3 and ı^4 as the comparison between (48) and (41) shows.
The considerations just made for the system (54)2 apply identically to the system (54)1 with the additional condition that
now the coefﬁcient i5 is already known from the solution of (54)2 so that, as a matter of fact, we are solving a scalar equation.
In particular, we getk11i4 ¼ g3i1  k12i5 ð58Þ
The solution of the plane stress case is thus completely recovered.
4. Intrinsic (matrix-free) expression of the elastic strain residual
Based on the developments carried out in the previous sections, the expression of the jacobian (1) and of its inverse can be
arrived at in entirely explicit and intrinsic form, i.e., without using any matrix representation nor operation. However, the
implementation of the plastic corrector step, see Table E.1, requires also the evaluation of the elastic strain residualre^ ¼ bE1H ðs^ s^trÞ þ cds^/ ð59Þ
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comes again into play.
The assumed isotropy of the elastic constitution and of the yield function rules out this circumstance since in this hypoth-
esis the return mapping takes place at ﬁxed eigenvectors because all tensors on the right-hand side of (59) are coaxial (Simo,
1992). This fact does not imply that the elastic strain residual re^ is identically zero during iterations, but only that the eigen-
values of the trial stress str depend solely upon the eigenvalues of the relative stress s and vice-versa, i.e. that the nonlinear
function strðsÞ is isotropic.
Hence, by virtue of the representation theorem for nonlinear isotropic tensor functions (Truesdell and Noll, 1965) the trial
stress is amenable to the following representation:str ¼ d11þ d2Sþ d3S2 ð60Þ
where, in view of the ensuing developments, str has been expressed as function of S rather than s.
The peculiar matrix representation of S and str resulting from the plane stress assumption allows for a direct evaluation of
the coefﬁcients d1, d2 and d3. In this respect, it sufﬁces to express the relationship (60) in component formstr11 ¼ d1 þ d2S11 þ d3ðS211 þ S212Þ
str22 ¼ d1 þ d2S22 þ d3ðS222 þ S212Þ
str33 ¼ d1 þ d2S33 þ S233 ¼ d1  d2ðS11 þ S22Þ þ d3ðS11 þ S22Þ2
str12 ¼ d2S12 þ d3ðS11 þ S22ÞS12
ð61Þto realize that the unknown coefﬁcients d1, d2 and d3 can be computed by considering a suitable subset of (61) consisting of
three equations except for the one collecting the ﬁrst, second and fourth equation; actually, in this last case one has an inher-
ently rank-deﬁcient system due to the Cayley–Hamilton identity (21).
In summary, the coefﬁcients d1, d2 and d3 can be evaluated by solving the system½A1½d ¼ ½b1 ()
1 S11 S
2
11 þ S212
1 S22 S
2
22 þ S212
1 ðS11 þ S22Þ ðS11 þ S22Þ2
264
375 d1d2
d3
264
375 ¼ s
tr
11
str22
str33
264
375 ð62Þif none of the factors of the determinant of A1detA1 ¼ ðS22 þ S11Þ ð2S11 þ S22Þð2S22 þ S11Þ þ S212
h i
ð63Þis zero. If the ﬁrst factor of (63) vanishes, the solution of (60) can be arrived at by solving, in place of (62), the system½A2½d ¼ ½b2 ()
1 S11 S
2
11 þ S212
1 ðS11 þ S22Þ ðS11 þ S22Þ2
0 S12 S12ðS11 þ S22Þ
264
375 d1d2
d3
264
375 ¼ s
tr
11
str33
str12
264
375 ð64Þprovided that the determinant of A2detA2 ¼ 2S12 ð2S11 þ S22Þð2S22 þ S11Þ þ S212
h i
ð65Þis non-zero. It remains to examine the possibility that the second factor of the determinants (63) and (65) vanishes, in which
case both (62) and (64) are rank-deﬁcient. It can be shown (Valoroso and Rosati, in preparation) that this situation occurs
whenever the stress deviator has non-trivial coalescent eigenvalues. In this case one has two possible solutions; for
S12–0 the solution is computed from (64) asd1 ¼ str11  2
str12
S12
S11  2ðS11 þ S22Þ2t1
d2 ¼ þ2 s
tr
12
S12
 ðS11 þ S22Þ t1
d3 ¼ t1–0
t1 being the scalar parameter used to represent the kernel of A2. For vanishing S12, the solution is obtained from (62) asd1 ¼ 13 ð2s
tr
11 þ str33Þ  2S211t2
d2 ¼ 13
ðstr11  str33Þ
S11
þ S11t2
d3 ¼ t2–0
where t2 is the parameter for kerðA1Þ.
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ticular, reducing (60) with the aid of (21) one hass^tr ¼ ðd1  d3IIS^Þ1^þ ðd2 þ d3IS^ÞbS ð66Þ
We emphasize that, despite the possible indeterminacy in the expression of the coefﬁcients d1, d2, d3 of the representation
formula of the trial stress, Eq. (66) provides always a unique expression of s^tr.
Subtracting relationship (66) from the in-plane relative stresss^ ¼ 1
3
I11^þ bSone hass^ s^tr ¼ 1
3
I1  d1 þ d3IIS^
 
1^þ ð1 d2  d3IS^ÞbS ¼ a^11^þ a^2bSHence, recalling the expression of the two-dimensional elasto-hardening compliance tensor (32), one arrives atbE1H ðs^ s^trÞ ¼ ð2Gþ hkinÞa^1  kpIS^a^2ð2Gþ hkinÞð2Gþ hkin þ 2kpÞ 1^þ a^22Gþ hkin bS
The intrinsic expression of the elastic strain residual (59) is then obtained asre^ ¼ u^11^þ u^2bS ð67Þ
beingu^1 ¼ ð2Gþ hkinÞa^1  kpIS^a^2ð2Gþ hkinÞð2Gþ hkin þ 2kpÞ þ cðnH1  IIS^nH3Þ
u^2 ¼ a^22Gþ hkin þ cðnH2 þ IS^nH3Þ
ð68Þsee also (12) and (27).
The representation formulas (26), (41) and (67) for n^H , bG1H and re^, respectively, allow to evaluate their composition asbG1H n^H ¼ d^11^þ d^2bS ð69Þford^1 ¼ ı^1n^H1 þ ı^2ð2n^H1 þ n^H2IS^Þ þ ı^3½n^H1IS^ þ n^H2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ
d^2 ¼ ı^1n^H2 þ ı^3ð2n^H1 þ n^H2IS^Þ þ ı^4½n^H1IS^ þ n^H2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þand bG1H re^ ¼ e^11^þ e^2bS ð70Þ
wheree^1 ¼ ı^1u^1 þ ı^2ð2u^1 þ u^2IS^Þ þ ı^3½u^1IS^ þ u^2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ
e^2 ¼ ı^1u^2 þ ı^3ð2u^1 þ u^2IS^Þ þ ı^4½u^1IS^ þ u^2ðI2S^  2IIS^ÞAccordingly, one has the termsbG1H n^H  n^H ¼ 2d^1n^H1 þ ðd^1n^H2 þ d^2n^H1ÞIS^ þ d^2n^H2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ
and bG1H re^  n^H ¼ 2u^1n^H1 þ ðu^1n^H2 þ u^2n^H1ÞIS^ þ u^2n^H2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ
to be used in the solution update, see also Table E.3.
5. Intrinsic (matrix-free) expression of the consistent tangent
Unlike the two-dimensional local tangent compliance GH , the expression of the 2D consistent tangent cannot be directly
obtained from the corresponding 3D one. This aspect is fully understood by noting that, in generalPG1H P
T bG1Has already pointed out for the elasto-hardening compliance tensor E1H .
Table E.5
Coefﬁcients for the plane stress consistent tangent
Coefﬁcients for the 2D tangent:
v^1 ¼ ½ð^ı1 þ 2^ı2 þ IS^^ı3Þm^1 þ ð2^ı1 þ 4^ı2 þ 4IS^^ı3 þ I2S^ ı^4Þn^H1
þ f½IS^^ı2 þ ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ^ı3m^1
þ ½IS^ ı^1 þ 2IS^^ı2 þ ð3I2S^  4IIS^ Þ^ı3 þ IS^ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ^ı4Þm2gn^H2
v^2 ¼ ð2^ı3 þ IS^^ı4Þn^H1 þ ½^ı1 þ IS^^ı3 þ ðI2S^  2IIS^ Þ^ı4n^H2
nH ¼ ½2d^1n^H1 þ ðd^1n^H2 þ d^2n^H1ÞIS^ þ d^2n^H2ðI2S^  2IIS^Þ þHþ Hiso see Eq. (74)
t^1 ¼ 2Gð1 m^1Þ þ ı^1m^21
t^2 ¼ 2Gk2Gþ k ð1 m^1Þ  2Gþ
4Gk
2Gþ k
 
m^2 þ m^2ð2m^2 þ 2m^1 Þ^ı1
þ ðm^1 þ 2m^2Þ2 ı^2 þ 2IS^m^2ðm^1 þ 2m^2 Þ^ı3 þ I2S^m^22 ı^4 
tv21
nH
t^3 ¼ m^1ðm^1 þ 2m^2Þ^ı3 þ IS^m^1m^2 ı^4  m^1
v^1v^2
nH
t^4 ¼ m^21 ı^4  m^21
tv22
nH
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derived in Part IbEtan ¼ bE  bEbE1H bE þ ðbEbE1H bEbE1H Þ bDtan ð71Þ
forbDtan ¼ bG1H  bG1H n^H  bG1H n^HbG1H n^H  n^H þHþ Hiso ð72Þ
The explicit expression of the 2D consistent tangent (71), see also Table E.4, is arrived at using (69) to compute the dyadic
tensor productbG1H n^H  bG1H n^H ¼ d^1ð1^ 1^Þ þ d^1d^2ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ d^22ðbS  bSÞ
whereby one has the representation of the rank-four tensor bDtanbDtan ¼ p^1ð1^1^Þ þ p^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ p^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ p^4ðbS  bSÞ ð73Þ
forp^1 ¼ ı^1; p^2 ¼ ı^2 þ d^
2
1
nH
; p^3 ¼ ı^3 þ d^1d^2nH
; p^4 ¼ ı^4 þ d^
2
2
nHandnH ¼  bG1H n^H  n^H þHþ Hiso  ð74Þ
Recalling the representation formula for the rank-four tensor bEbE1H , see Table E.4, after some algebra the ﬁnal expression
of the consistent tangent for the plane stress case is arrived at asbEtan ¼ t^1ð1^1^Þ þ t^2ð1^ 1^Þ þ t^3ðbS  1^þ 1^ bSÞ þ t^4ðbS  bSÞ ð75Þ
Despite the apparent complexity of the algebraic operations leading to the ﬁnal expression of the coefﬁcients of the rep-
resentation formula for bEtan, the actual implementation is quite direct and concise, see also Table E.5 where the expressions
of the coefﬁcients t^1; . . . ; t^4 have been computed and simpliﬁed using symbolic mathematics.
6. Numerical examples
In this section, we present a set of numerical examples whose objective is to demonstrate the applicability and the imple-
mentation of the plane stress algorithm discussed in the paper.
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to its pressure-insensitive (two-parameter) version. A discussion on the ﬁve-parameter plasticity model is postponed to
Appendix C.
All computations have been carried out with a customized version of the ﬁnite element code FEAP (Taylor, 2002) using a
line search algorithm both at the local and at the global level and a termination criterion expressed in terms of the incremen-
tal energy norm (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000) asEðiÞ 6 lEð0Þwith a tolerance l ¼ 1016.
6.1. Elastic–plastic beam
The ﬁrst problem analyzed is taken from (Simo and Kennedy, 1992) and consists of a perfectly plastic built-in beam sub-
ject to a concentrated transverse load, acting at abscissa a ¼ 34 L, that is progressively increased to the collapse load, see
Fig. D.1. The beam dimensions are: total length L ¼ 10 mm, cross-section dimensions b h ¼ 1 1 mm2; perfectly plastic
behavior is assumed with the following material parameters: E ¼ 10 GPa, m ¼ 0 and tensile yield stress rt ¼ 1 GPa.
In this simulation we compare the solution obtained for an elastic–plastic shell model with through-the-thickness inte-
gration with the response predicted using limit analysis on a basic beam model.
For symmetric yield limits in tension and in compression ðrt ¼ rcÞ the ultimate bending moment of the beam cross- sec-
tion isFig. D.1. Elastic–plastic beam. Model problem and FE mesh.
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Fig. D.2. Elastic–plastic beam. Load–displacement curves.
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bh2
4
¼ 250  Nmm
mm
ð76Þwhile in the non-symmetric case the ultimate bending moment readsM1U ¼
2rtrc
rt þ rc
bh2
4
ð77ÞIn particular, for a shape factor rc=rt ¼ 13=7 the value of the ultimate bending moment is increased of 30% with respect
to the symmetric case.
In Fig. D.2 are reported the load-deﬂection curves obtained for the different cases examined; here the total transverse load
is plotted against the vertical displacement of its application point. The piece-wise linear solid lines refer to the rigid-plastic
beam model and each change in slope corresponds to the appearance of a plastic hinge; these responses are compared with
the one computed using the shell model and the pressure-insensitive version of the function (C.1) for both symmetric and
unsymmetric yield limits.
Aside from the good qualitative agreement of the solutions, it is noted the effect of the two-dimensional (plane stress)
yield condition on the global structural response, i.e., the expected smoothing with respect to the basic rigid-plastic solution,
and a greater limit load for the structure predicted by ﬁnite element computations. As noted in (Simo and Kennedy, 1992) for
the case of the J2-model expressed in terms of stress resultants, this is due to the fact that in the two-dimensional plasticity
model the 11-bending moment is allowed to increase beyond the ultimate values computed as in (76) and (77) due to the
presence of the 22- and 12-bending moments and, for the non-symmetric case, of the 11-normal force as well. This circum-
stance is clearly shown in Figs. D.3 and D.4 where the contours of the 11- and 22-moments are plotted at the different load
levels corresponding to the formation of plastic hinges.-2.50E+02
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. Elastic–plastic beam. Bending moments at different stages of the loading process corresponding to the formation of plastic hinges. Mises model.
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Fig. D.4. Elastic–plastic beam. Bending moments at different stages of the loading process corresponding to the formation of plastic hinges. Deviatoric
Willam model.
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This problem, consisting of a tension strip with a central circular hole, has been already considered in (Simo and Taylor,
1986). The structure is subject to normal boundary conditions along the two horizontal outer edges while the vertical bound-
aries are allowed to translate; loading is simulated via imposed displacements d in the vertical direction, see Fig. D.5. Only a
quarter of the plate has been modeled with linear quadrilaterals for the analysis; the 164 element mesh shown in Fig. D.5,
used in (Simo and Taylor, 1986), has been progressively reﬁned up to 656 elements to obtain convergence of the ﬁnite ele-
ment results.
The objective of this simulation is to test the proposed implementation of the plane stress model in presence of combined
isotropic and kinematic hardening, in which case both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the relative stress tensor
are present.
In order to emphasize the role of hardening we here consider, differently from (Simo and Taylor, 1986), a loading history
of cyclic type. All computations have been successfully completed in 100, 50, 25 and 20 load steps by using as a reference
value of the prescribed vertical displacement on the upper boundary of the specimen d ¼ 0:2 mm and equal displacement
increments corresponding to the following sets of time increments: Dt ¼ 0:01;0:02;0:04;0:05.
The pressure-insensitive version of the Willam–Warnke model with linear isotropic and kinematic hardening has been
considered; in particular, the elastic constants and the hardening moduli have been taken asE ¼ 70:0 MPa; m ¼ 0:2; hiso ¼ 2:24 MPa; hkin ¼ 1:493 MPa
with the following data set for the initial uniaxial yield limits
Fig. D.5. Strip with circular hole. Model problem and FE mesh.
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Fig. D.6. Strip with circular hole. Initial 2D yield locus for different shape factors.
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(2) rt ¼ 0:243 MPa; rc ¼ 0:347 MPa;
(3) rt ¼ 0:243 MPa; rc ¼ 0:451 MPa
that correspond to a shape factor rc=rt ¼ rc=rt equal to 1, 10=7 and 13=7, respectively, see also Fig. D.6. The relevant load-
deﬂection curves are reported in Fig. D.7 and refer to the solution obtained for Dt ¼ 0:05; the solution obtained for pure kine-
matic hardening is also reported in Fig. D.8.
Figs. D.9–D.11 and D.12–D.14 compare the evolution of plastic zones predicted by the plasticity model with both isotropic
and kinematic hardening and pure kinematic hardening, respectively, for different ratios rc=rt.−0.25 −0.2 −0.15 −0.1 −0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
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Fig. D.7. Strip with circular hole. Load–displacement curves. Isotropic + kinematic hardening.
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Fig. D.8. Strip with circular hole. Load–displacement curves. Kinematic hardening.
Fig. D.9. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c) d ¼ 0:2
(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Isotropic + kinematic hardening. Mises model.
Fig. D.10. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c)
d ¼ 0:2(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Isotropic + kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 10=7.
Fig. D.11. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c)
d ¼ 0:2(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Isotropic + kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 13=7.
Fig. D.12. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c)
d ¼ 0:2(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Kinematic hardening. Mises model.
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Fig. D.13. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c)
d ¼ 0:2(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 10=7.
Fig. D.14. Strip with circular hole. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process. (a) d ¼ 0:1. (b) d ¼ 0:2 (loading). (c)
d ¼ 0:2(unloading). (d) d ¼ 0:0 (re-loading). (e) d ¼ 0:2 (re-loading). Kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 13=7.
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In the third example, the concrete Scordelis-Lo roof of Fuschi et al. (1994) is analyzed. This problem, consisting of a barrel
vault with rigid end-diaphragms and subject to a uniform vertical pressure simulating self-weight, is membrane-dominated
and usually serves to test the ability of shell elements to capture complex membrane states of stress. Owing to symmetry, for
ﬁnite element analysis only one quarter of the structure has been discretized using 24-dofs shell quadrilaterals within a reg-
ular mesh and by applying the appropriate symmetry boundary conditions, see Fig. D.15. The objective of this simulation isFig. D.15. Scordelis-Lo roof. Model problem and FE mesh.
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model discussed in Appendix C and to compare the results with those presented by Fuschi et al. (1994).
In the simulation the shell thickness is taken as t ¼ 15:2 mm and a perfectly plastic behavior is assumed with the elastic
properties of the material taken as E ¼ 30:0 GPa, m ¼ 0:2. The material constants ai; bi; ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ deﬁning the meridian sec-
tions of the yield surface, see also (C.5), are derived from the following data set (Fuschi et al., 1994)−45 −40 −35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5 0
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Fig. D.16. Scordelis-Lo roof. 2D yield locus.
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Fig. D.17. Scordelis-Lo roof. Load–displacement curves.
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q=qo ¼
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It1=rc ¼ 3:0; Jt2=ðrcÞ2 ¼ 0:70225; Ic1=rc ¼ 3:0; Jc2=ðrcÞ2 ¼ 0:99225;and the constants are found as 5.00E-06
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8. Scordelis-Lo roof. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process on the top layer of the shell. (a) q=qo ¼ 1:25. (b) q=qo ¼ 1:50.
¼ 1:75. (d) q=qo ¼ 2:00.
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9. Scordelis-Lo roof. Evolution of plastic zones at different stages of the loading process on the bottom layer of the shell. (a) q=qo ¼ 1:25. (b)
1:50. (c) q=qo ¼ 1:75. (d) q=qo ¼ 2:00.
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b1 ¼ 0:2115960519; b2 ¼ 2:123488994; b3 ¼ 0:9263622197The corresponding 2D yield locus is depicted in Fig. D.16.
Computations have been carried out using ten layers in the shell thickness and assuming q0 ¼ 25:106 N=mm3 as a ref-
erence value for the distributed load per unit volume.
The load-deﬂection curves shown in Fig. D.17 obtained for two different mesh sizes display the pressure load versus the
vertical displacement of the edge midpoint shown in Fig. D.15. These results are in fairly good agreement with those shown10−15 10−10 10−5 100
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Fig. D.20. Strip with circular hole. Convergence behavior. Isotropic + kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 10=7.
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Fig. D.21. Strip with circular hole. Convergence behavior. Isotropic + kinematic hardening. Willam model. rc=rt ¼ 13=7.
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Fig. D.22. Scordelis-Lo roof. Convergence behavior. Willam model.
N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124 115in (Fuschi et al., 1994), where a limit load value of about 200% of the reference load is found. The evolution of the equivalent
plastic strain on the top and bottom layers is shown in Figs. D.18 and D.19 for different stages of loading.
6.4. Convergence behavior
In this section, a summary of the convergence behavior exhibited by the solution scheme developed is provided. As ex-
pected, the convergence rate exhibited by the Newton–Raphson method is almost quadratic in all the examined cases. This
fact can be appreciated from Figs. D.20–D.22 where the pictorial representation of the convergence behavior is given.
Here, the incremental energy norm Eðiþ1Þ is plotted against the one at the previous iteration EðiÞ for typical time steps. By
comparing the slope of the curves with the slope 2/1 of the triangle the asymptotically quadratic convergence rate is
recognized.
7. Concluding remarks
The numerical implementation of the projected algorithm for general three-invariant plasticity models under plane stress
conditions formulated in Part I of this work (Valoroso and Rosati, 2008) has been presented.
The proposed solution scheme, that is consistently derived from the three-dimensional algorithm via the systematic use
of 3D-to-2D mappings has several advantages. First, it preserves the structure of the stress return algorithm and that of the
consistent tangent tensor of the three-dimensional case. Second, it allows for an implementation capable of taking full
advantage of the isotropic properties of the model. The original developments carried out in the paper have shown that
the exact algorithm linearization and the solution update can be entirely carried out in intrinsic (matrix-free) form.
No tensor-to-matrix mapping operation in needed nor used in the actual implementation since intrinsic and entirely ex-
plicit expressions are provided for all steps of the computational scheme and for the consistent tangent tensor as well. Matrix
representation is actually required only at the very end of the constitutive routine to form the tangent matrix to be later
assembled in the stiffness matrix of the structural model.
Numerical applications have been presented with the objective of demonstrating the applicability and implementation of
the procedure.
Future work will concern the extension of the proposed method to plasticity models formulated in terms of stress
resultants.
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Due to the different vector representation of stress- and strain-like rank-two symmetric tensors, the matrix representa-
tion of rank-four tensors changes signiﬁcantly depending upon on whether that they map stresses to strains or vice-versa.
In the section, we shall address the ﬁrst case; this fact will be emphasized using the subscript r! e for the matrix form of
rank-four tensors.
Accordingly, given A;B 2 Sym, the fourth-order tensor A B is amenable to the following matrix representation:½A Br!e ¼
A11B11 A11B22 2A11B12 A11B33 2A11B23 2A11B13
A22B11 A22B22 2A22B12 A22B33 2A22B23 2A22B13
2A12B11 2A12B22 4A12B12 2A12B33 4A12B23 4A12B13
A33B11 A33B22 2A33B12 A33B33 2A33B23 2A33B13
2A23B11 2A23B22 4A23B12 2A23B33 4A23B23 4A23B13
2A13B11 2A13B22 4A13B12 2A13B33 4A13B23 4A13B13
2666666664
3777777775
ðA:1Þwhile the representation of the square product AB readsAB½ r!e ¼ ½L63 ..
. ½R63
 
ðA:2Þwhere½L ¼
A11B11 A12B12 ðA11B12 þ A12B11Þ
A21B21 A22B22 ðA21B22 þ A22B21Þ
2A11B21 2A12B22 2ðA11B22 þ A12B21Þ
A13B13 A32B32 ðA13B32 þ A32B13Þ
2A21B13 2A22B32 2ðA21B32 þ A22B13Þ
2A13B11 2A32B12 2ðA13B12 þ A32B11Þ
2666666664
3777777775
ðA:3Þand½R ¼
A13B13 ðA12B13 þ A13B12Þ ðA11B13 þ A13B11Þ
A23B23 ðA22B23 þ A23B22Þ ðA21B23 þ A23B21Þ
2A13B23 2ðA12B23 þ A13B22Þ 2ðA11B23 þ A13B21Þ
A33B33 ðA32B33 þ A33B32Þ ðA13B33 þ A33B13Þ
2A23B33 2ðA22B33 þ A23B32Þ 2ðA21B33 þ A23B13Þ
2A33B13 2ðA32B13 þ A33B12Þ 2ðA13B13 þ A33B11Þ
2666666664
3777777775
ðA:4ÞBasically, we aim to express the matrices representative of rank-four tensors A B or AB, when A and B are rank-two 3D
tensors, in a 2D ambient space by replacing the 3D expressions with the ones associated with the two-dimensional
counterparts.
The task is quite easy when the mappingsPðA BÞPT PðABÞPT ðA:5Þ
i.e., the diagonal terms, are looked for. On the contrary, it is more difﬁcult to express in terms of two-dimensional tensors the
mappings of PAPTc , PcAP
T and PcAPTc when A is either A B or AB.
In this respect we ﬁrst notice that, given Q; R 2 Lin, it turns out to beQðA BÞR ¼ ðQAÞ  ðRTBÞ
so thatPðA BÞPT ¼ ðPAÞ  ðPBÞ ¼ Ap  Bp ðA:6Þ
Moreover, recalling the composition rules between tensor productsðABÞðCDÞ ¼ðACÞðBDÞ
ðABÞðC DÞ ¼ðACBTÞ  D
ðA BÞðCDÞ ¼A ðCTBDÞone hasPðABÞPT ¼ ðPAPTÞðPBPTÞ ¼ ApBp ðA:7Þ
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dimensional symmetric rank-two tensors bD and bE as½bD ¼ D11 D12
D12 D22
 
; ½bE ¼ E11 E12
E12 E22
 
ðA:8Þconsistently with the usual vector representation one has½bD  bEr!e ¼ D11E11 D11E22 2D11E12D22E11 D22E22 2D22E12
2D12E11 2D12E22 4D12E12
264
375 ðA:9Þand½bDbEr!e ¼ D11E11 D12E12 ðD11E12 þ D12E11ÞD21E21 D22E22 ðD21E22 þ D22E21Þ
2D11E21 2D12E22 2ðD11E22 þ D12E21Þ
264
375 ðA:10ÞThe above matrix representations do coincide with the upper left submatrix of the matrix representations of (A.1) and
(A.2), which are associated in turn with the products Dp  Ep and DpEp, being½Dp ¼
D11 D12 0
D12 D22 0
0 0 0
264
375; ½Ep ¼ E11 E12 0E12 E22 0
0 0 0
264
375Accordingly, (A.9) and (A.10) provide the matrix forms of the mappings of (A.5) to the plane stress subspacePðA BÞPT bA  bB; PðABÞPT bAbB ðA:11Þ
In the computation of the plane stress return map solution it is also required the evaluation of rank-four 2D tensors
whose associated matrix is a non-diagonal entry of the matrix related to the corresponding 3D tensor, see, e.g., Table E.2;
their expressions are brieﬂy addressed hereafter. Owing to the lack of uniqueness in the matrix representation of the 2D
mapping A of a given 3D tensor A, several representations need to be considered in order to ensure that the matrix form
of rank-four 2D tensors deﬁned as in (A.8) yield (A.9) and (A.10) as the matrix form of the mappings of rank-four tensors
PAPTc , PcAP
T and PcAPTc .
In this respect, we shall use the notationPðA BÞPTc  bA  B
PcðA BÞPT  A  bB
PcðA BÞPTc  A  B
ðA:12Þfor the dyadic products. Hence, deﬁning½Ac ¼
0 0 A13
0 0 A23
A13 A23 A33
264
375 ½A ¼ A33 A13
A13 2A23
 it can be checked that the matrices associated with the tensor products on the right-hand side of (A.12) provide the 3 3
submatrices of A B constructed according to (A.9). These submatrices represent in turn the matrix form of the mappings
of PðA BÞPTc , PcðA BÞPT and PcðA BÞPTc .
Basically, the same approach can be envisaged for constructing the matrix form of the mappings of PðABÞPTc , PcðABÞPT
and PcðABÞPTc . However, unlike the dyadic products, the square tensor products of rank-two tensors do possess zero non-
diagonal blocks in the plane stress case of interest, as it can be easily checked by direct inspection of (A.3) and (A.4); accord-
ingly, only the matrix form of PcðABÞPTc is really needed.
Appendix B. Transformation of invariants for the plane stress case
Aim of this section is that of expressing the principal invariants of the two-dimensional stress deviatorIbS ¼ trðbSÞ; IIbS ¼ detðbSÞ ðB:1Þ
as functions of the three-dimensional invariantsI1 ¼ trðsÞ; J2 ¼
1
2
trS2 ¼ IIS ðB:2Þ
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To this end apply the decompositionA ¼ Ap þ Ac ðB:3Þ
to the relative stress s and use the mappingsAp bA; Ac A ðB:4Þ
to obtainI1 ¼ Is^ þ Is ðB:5Þ
whereIs^ ¼ trðs^Þ ¼ s11 þ s22; Is ¼ trðsÞ ¼ s33 ðB:6Þ
From the deﬁnition of deviator of the 3D relative stress, i.e.,S ¼ s 1
3
I11 ðB:7Þone has the analogous relation in the 2D casebS ¼ s^ 1
3
I11^ ðB:8Þwhence, using (B.5)IS^ ¼ Is^ 
2
3
I1 ¼ 13 I1  Is ðB:9ÞIn order to obtain the expression of IIS^ we appeal to the following
Lemma 1. Let A be a symmetric 3D rank-two tensor. If A13 ¼ A23 ¼ 0 then
IIA ¼ IItA þ IA^IA ðB:10ÞbeingIA^ ¼ trðbAÞ; IA ¼ trðAÞ
IIA^ ¼ detðbAÞ; IIA ¼ 12 ½ðtrAÞ2  trðA2ÞThe proof of (B.10) follows from the deﬁnition of the second principal invariant of A asIIA ¼ det
A11 A12
A12 A22
 
þ det A22 A23
A23 A33
 
þ det A11 A13
A13 A33
 
Using (B.10) and (B.2) one has thenJ2 ¼ IIS ¼ IIS^ þ IS^IS ðB:11Þ
whereby, on account of (B.9) one obtainsIIS^ ¼
1
3
I1  Is
 2
 J2 ðB:12Þhaving noted the relationshipIS ¼ IS^
that holds for a 3D traceless tensor.
Appendix C. The ﬁve-parameter concrete model
In this appendix a short description of the failure criterion proposed by Willam and Warnke (1974) is given. The explicit
expressions of the derivatives of the yield function with respect to the stress invariants that have been used in numerical
computations are also provided.
C.1. Determination of the yield surface
The yield function originally proposed in (Willam and Warnke, 1974) is deﬁned as
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1=2
q
 rc ðC:1Þwhere rc is the magnitude of the limit stress in uniaxial compression andq ¼ rc
2ðr2c  r2t Þ cos h ðrc  2rtÞ 4ðr2c  r2t Þ cos2 hþ 5r2t  4rcrt
	 
1=2
4ðr2c  r2t Þ cos2 hþ ðrc  2rtÞ2
ðC:2Þis the non-dimensional shear strength on the generic meridian plane, which is individuated by the Lode angle (Lubliner,
1990)h ¼ 1
3
arccos
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
J3
J3=22
h 2 0;p
3
h i
ðC:3Þthat is measured in the deviatoric plane from the projection of the r1-axis, see also Fig. D.23.
Owing to isotropy equation (C.2) deﬁnes a curve in the deviatoric plane with threefold symmetry; it is obtained through a
smooth elliptic interpolation between the tensile ðrtÞ and compressive ðrcÞ meridians, that correspond to h ¼ 0 and h ¼ p=3,
respectively. Two limiting situations can be noted; in particular, for rc ¼ rt there is no Lode-dependence and (C.2) collapses to
a circle, while for rc ¼ 2rt one obtainsq ¼ rt
cos h
ðC:4Þthat corresponds to a triangular shape. Therefore, convexity of the deviatoric trace of the yield surface is guaranteed within
the range1 6 rc
rt
6 2see also (Bigoni and Piccolroaz, 2004) for a mathematical proof.
The failure surface (C.1) is obtained by ﬁrst expressing the tensile and compressive meridians. In the original ﬁve-param-
eter version of the model (Willam and Warnke, 1974) these are second-order parabolasrtðI1Þ ¼ a1 þ a2 I13rc þ a3
I1
3rc
 2
rcðI1Þ ¼ b1 þ b2 I13rc þ b3
I1
3rc
 2 ðC:5Þ
whose coefﬁcients are determined from the following failure states:
 uniaxial compression: f 0c ¼ rc;
 uniaxial tension: f 0t ¼ rt=rc;
 equal biaxial compression: f 0bc ¼ rbc=rc;
 conﬁned triaxial test at h ¼ 0: I1 ¼ It1; J2 ¼ Jt2;
 conﬁned triaxial test at h ¼ p=3: I1 ¼ Ic1; J2 ¼ Jc2.ρ
r t
r c
'2 '1
'3
Fig. D.23. Deviatoric section of the yield locus and Lode angle.
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In particular, assuming the following data set (Chen and Saleeb, 1982)rc ¼ 31:1 MPa; f 0t ¼ 0:15; f 0bc ¼ 1:8;
It1=rc ¼ 11:01; Jt2=ðrcÞ2 ¼ 5:625
Ic1=rc ¼ 11:01; Jc2=ðrcÞ2 ¼ 9:490−7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1
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Fig. D.24. Meridian sections of failure surface.
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Fig. D.25. Three-dimensional Willam–Warnke failure surface.
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Fig. D.26. Two-dimensional Willam–Warnke failure surface.
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Fig. D.27. Three-dimensional deviatoric failure surface. rc=rt ¼ 13=7.
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122 N. Valoroso, L. Rosati / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 92–124the constants ai; bi; ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ are computed as
a1 ¼ 0:1814416037; a2 ¼ 1:175110380; a3 ¼ 0:846390374;
b1 ¼ 0:2648670562; b2 ¼ 1:709339199; b3 ¼ 0:163351873and one obtains the yield surface depicted in principal stress space in Fig. D.25. The intersection of the 3D surface with the
plane r3 ¼ 0 provides the domain in Fig. D.26.
Obviously, a number of particular cases can be constructed by suitably specializing (C.2) and (C.5), among which we men-
tion the J3-dependent two-parameter model referred to in Section 6. This is obtained by dropping out pressure-dependence
in (C.5); in such case the constant non-dimensional shear strength on the tensile and compressive meridians can be com-
puted using only uniaxial test data asrc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
; rt ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
rt
rc
ðC:6Þrt being the yield stress in uniaxial tension.
The corresponding yield surface is depicted in Figs. D.27 and D.28 that refer to rt ¼ 1000 MPa and rc ¼ 13=7 rt.
C.2. Computation of derivatives
In this section, we provide the explicit expressions of the derivatives of the function (C.1) with respect to the stress invari-
ants I1; J2; J3.
For the sake of convenience we shall make reference to the following equivalent expression of the yield functionuWW ¼ ½2J2
1=2ðvþ u2Þ
2t cos h u ﬃﬃzp  rc ¼ xy rc ðC:7Þ
where the coefﬁcients t;u; v; z are given byt ¼ r2c  r2t ; u ¼ rc  2rt
v ¼ 4t cos2 h; z ¼ vþ 5r2t  4rcrt
ðC:8Þrt and rc being deﬁned as in (C.5).−2000 −1500 −1000 −500 0 500 1000 1500 2000
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0
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2
Fig. D.28. Two-dimensional deviatoric failure surface. rc=rt ¼ 13=7.
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Use of the chain rule yields the ﬁrst derivative of the yield function (C.1) asuWW;i ¼
ouWW
oPi
¼ x;iy xy;i
y2
Pi 2 fI1; J2; J3g i ¼ 1;2;3 ðC:9Þwhere the index after the comma denotes the derivative with respect to the corresponding invariant. In particular, one hasx;1 ¼½2J21=2ðv;1 þ 2uu;1Þ
x;2 ¼½2J21=2ðvþ u2Þ þ ½2J21=2v;2
x;3 ¼½2J21=2v;3
y;1 ¼rc;1ð2t cos h u
ﬃﬃ
z
p Þ þ rc 2t;1 cos h u;1
ﬃﬃ
z
p  u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;1
 
ðC:10Þ
y;2 ¼ rc 2tðsin hÞh;2 þ
u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;2
 
y;3 ¼ rc 2tðsin hÞh;3 þ
u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;3
 C.2.2. Second derivative
The second derivative of (C.1) readsuWW;ij ¼
ouWW
oPioPj
¼ x;ij
y
 x;iy;j þ x;jy;i þ xy;ij
y2
þ 2 xy;iy;j
y3
ðC:11ÞIts ﬁnal form is arrived at by computing the second derivatives of xx;11 ¼½2J21=2½v;11 þ 2ðu;1Þ2 þ 2uu;11
x;12 ¼½2J21=2ðv;1 þ 2uu;1Þ þ ½2J21=2v;12
x;13 ¼½2J21=2v;13
x;22 ¼ ½2J23=2ðvþ u2Þ þ ½2J21=2v;2 þ ½2J21=2v;22 ðC:12Þ
x;23 ¼½2J21=2v;3 þ ½2J21=2v;23
x;33 ¼½2J21=2v;33and those of yy;11 ¼ 2½rc;11t þ 2rc;1t;1 þ rct;11 cos h
 ðrc;11uþ 2rc;1u;1 þ rcu;11Þ
ﬃﬃ
z
p
 ðrc;1uþ rcu;1Þ z;1ﬃﬃ
z
p þ 1
2
ðz;1Þ2
2z
 z;11
" #
uﬃﬃ
z
p
y;12 ¼ 2 rc;1t þ rct;1½ ðsin hÞh;2 
1
2
rc;1z;2 þ rcz;12½  uﬃﬃ
z
p
 rc
2
u;1ﬃﬃ
z
p  u
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p z;1
 
z;2
y;13 ¼ 2 rc;1t þ rct;1½ ðsin hÞh;3 
1
2
rc;1z;3 þ rcz;13½  uﬃﬃzp ðC:13Þ
 rc
2
u;1ﬃﬃ
z
p  u
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p z;1
 
z;3
y;22 ¼ rc 2t cos hðh;2Þ2 þ ðsin hÞh;22
h i
þ u
4
ðz;2Þ2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p  u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;22
( )
y;23 ¼ rc 2t cos hðh;2Þðh;3Þ þ ðsin hÞh;23½  þ
u
4
z;2z;3ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p  u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;23
 
y;33 ¼ rc 2t cos hðh;3Þ2 þ ðsin hÞh;33
h i
þ u
4
ðz;3Þ2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p  u
2
ﬃﬃ
z
p z;33
( )The explicit expression of the derivatives of the meridian parabolas (C.5), the Lode angle (C.3) and the functions (C.8) with
respect to the three invariants are given as follows.
In particular, from (C.5) it turns out to be
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2I1
3rcð Þ2
; rt;11 ¼ a3 2
3rcð Þ2
ðC:14Þand the derivatives of rc coincide with (C.14) with ai being replaced by bi.
Moreover, from (C.3) one hash;2 ¼ 12J2 cos 3hsin 3h h;3 ¼  13J3 cos 3hsin 3h
h;22 ¼  12J22
cos 3h
sin 3h 1þ 32 1sin2 3h
h i
h;23 ¼ 12J2 J3 cos 3hsin3 3h
h;33 ¼  13J23
cos3 3h
sin3 3h
ðC:15ÞAccordingly, the derivatives of (C.8) are obtained ast;1 ¼ 2ðrcrc;1  rtrt;1Þ u;1 ¼ rc;1  2rt;1
t;11 ¼ 2½ðrc;1Þ2 þ rcrc;11  ðrt;1Þ2  rtrt;11 u;11 ¼ rc;11  2rt;11
ðC:16Þandv;1 ¼ 4t;1 cos2 h v;11 ¼ 4t;11 cos2 h
v;2 ¼ 4tðsin 2hÞh;2 v;22 ¼ 4t½2ðcos 2hÞðh;2Þ2 þ ðsin 2hÞh;22
v;3 ¼ 4tðsin 2hÞh;3 v;33 ¼ 4t½2ðcos 2hÞðh;3Þ2 þ ðsin 2hÞh;33
v;12 ¼ 4t;1ðsin 2hÞh;2 v;13 ¼ 4t;1ðsin 2hÞh;3
v;23 ¼ 4t½2ðcos 2hÞh;2h;3 þ ðsin 2hÞh;23
ðC:17Þand ﬁnallyz;1 ¼ v;1 þ 10rtrt;1  4ðrc;1rt þ rcrt;1Þ
z;11 ¼ v;11 þ 10½ðrt;1Þ2 þ rtrt;11  4ðrc;11rt þ 2rc;1rt;1 þ rcrt;11Þ ðC:18Þ
z;j ¼ v;j z;ij ¼ v;ij i ¼ 1;2;3 j ¼ 2;3References
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